
 
 
 

Thornhill Figure Skating Club 
300 John St., THORNHILL, Ontario, L3T 7R4 

February 12, 2016 

Valerie Burke 
Ward 1 Councillor 
City of Markham 
 
Dear Ms. Burke, 

We are writing to draw your attention to the potentially negative impact that our Club could face with the 

recent proposal in changes to the ice allocation formula within the City of Markham.   

The Thornhill Figure Skating Club (TFSC) has over 40 years of history within the City of Markham. In the 2015-

2016 season thus far, we have over 405 skaters who are Markham residents attend our programs. TFSC offers all 

levels of skating programs ranging from recreational to competitive figure skating for children as young as 3 

years old to adults.  

Our CanSkate program is amongst one the most popular learn-to-skate programs in Markham which attracts 

hundreds of young children to learn and practice skating. All the participants enjoy the creative learning 

environment and great fun to be had outside of their school hours.  

TFSC also offers competitive figure skating programs for all age groups. All the skaters really enjoy advance 

learning with Skate Canada certified coaches. These programs create a valuable training ground for those who 

are talented and/or determined to pursue competitive figure skating. In the last several years, TFSC has 

developed an impressive number of provincial and national competitors and champions. For the first time ever, 

we have a national Novice Woman Champion and international competitors as members of our Club. This 

achievement could not be reached without all the endeavors from the skaters and their families, coaches and 

support of ice time from TFSC.  This is all directly correlated to our availability of skating hours for practice at 7-

days a week.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
With all of these factors in consideration, we believe it is of paramount importance for all levels of skaters to 

access our programs, especially those during the after school hours. With the latest proposal on ice allocation, 

we are facing a potential for reduced ice rink hours for the Club which would negatively affect our ability to 

serve the residents of Markham. This will seriously impact Markham community members (ie. the skaters) and 

their accessibility to our programs.  

In summary, TFSC is very proud to be a unique facility which offers both recreational and figure skating to its 

community members.  We rely on the City of Markham’s ice allocation support to provide a broad range of 

quality programs to the residents of Markham and beyond.  We strongly hope that you can give more 

consideration into the matter of ice allocation, especially in light of the uniqueness of our programs, the 

achievements/recognition that our skaters have brought to the City of Markham as well as the economic 

benefits that our convenient location has brought to the City when our members come to the Club for their 

programs.  A decision to allow the TFSC to maintain or increase its existing ice time within the Thornhill 

Community Centre would help the Club support its programming. 

Should you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to reach us at (905) 881-6411.  Thank you 

for your attention into this matter. 

Best Regards, 

Board of Directors 
Thornhill Figure Skating Club 




